Pleasures Architecture Sir Clough Williams Ellis Amabel
picturesque illusion: the work of clough-williams ellis - clough acknowledged three mentors, a
triumvirate of early 20th century british planning: edwin lutyens, raymond unwin and patrick abercrombie.
concern over the poor standard of architecture and planning in the 1920s brought two polemics, the pleasures
of architecture (1924) and england and the octopus (1928) gŴyl bensaernÏaeth cymru 2015 everyone
with an - a day of ‘undiluted architectural delight’ in the setting of sir clough williams-ellis’s portmeirion with
mccullough mulvin architects and malcolm fraser architects among the guest speakers. at 3.30 pm the
national poet of wales gillian clarke will announce the winner of the 2014 writer’s shed competition.
attendance fee applies.
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